Housebreaking Your New Euro-Snob
Americans are well aware of the requirements for the proper care and feeding of
Europeans. For centuries we have fed and sheltered their excess population, nourished
their famine victims and finished their wars for them. Always with the same result, the
nose we’ve just straightened is now perfect for them to use when they look down upon
us. What happens on a national level repeats on a personal level.
These revived WW II losers from both sides are again soiling the floor and positive
reinforcement only goes so far. At some point these, as the haut couture set would call
them, ‘Le Nouveau Euro Effete’, need to have their soil spot noted and given the
traditional and polite nose rubbing. This again, goes for national and personal level.
The newest Euro-Snobbery is their superior European Union, the EU and its currency the
euro. This union is based on the consistently failed socialist model which only rewards
and increases laziness. The few productive EU states are having their life blood sucked
by the increasing indolent welfare states. Meanwhile the replacement for Interpol, the
Europole is baffled by the theft of 100 billion euros in fake carbon credits, also known as
“Thin Air Certificates”, more EU green madness gone array.
Regional snobbery is the currently accepted, politically correct substitute for the tradition
forms of snobbery based on tribe, religion and race. In America, this snobbery is also
manifested as superiority complex of the east coast, left coast and liberal city-states like
Boulder and Austin. There is one primary reason that many chose to live in America’s
heartland. We do not like being surrounded and outnumbered by liberal loons and their
supporting goons.
This ‘better-than-them’ snobbery is highly destructive. It is time for the collective human
conscious to recognize and correct this congenital defect. That must begin with an
understanding of conscious. Human conscious, if it is to form, does so at an early age.
We are born totally self centered. At the time we recognize our own being, our own
thoughts and our own morality we are still children, dependent of those around us who
are larger to nurture and protect us.
We soon learn that the larger world is overwhelmingly threatening. Only certain
locations are safe, your home, your backyard, your room, or in the case of abused
children, just your own mind. This is the sacred land of the child consciousness. As we
grow and expand our capabilities, we are able to better cope with the larger threatening
world. But, conscious is still rooted in the recognition that there is a greater power and
that there are selected locations that offer protection.
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As we develop we receive constant reminders that actions have consequences. Touch a
hot stove, get a burn. Jump of the roof, get sore feet. Prolonged contact with a hot stove
will leave a lifetime scare. Jumping off of a too tall roof will lead to life-long paralysis or
death. Thus conscious comes with these parameters, there is something greater than you,
there are places of safety and of danger and finally, that human actions can and do have
permanent consequences. These conditions form the basis of all religions.
Going beyond regional snobbery is the next politically correct and politically demanded
insult to conscious, scientific snobbery. This scientific elitism rejects the previously
mentioned conditions of conscious for a self-aggrandized position of moral detachment.
This then REQUIRES that science is not allowed to consider concepts like a supreme
being, punishment for sin, or the existence of a human soul.
Not all scientists have fallen into this blinding mental trap. Newton and Einstein were
both undeniably religious, and both held beliefs that were life threatening. Newton
rejected both the Roman Catholic and English Anglican misinterpretations of the Bible at
a time when such thoughts were heresy and still punished by burning at the stake.
Einstein would have been burned in an oven just for his birth, regardless if he had
continued further and actually believed in Judaism.
Only when science is robbed of its moral roots in conscious, is it powerful enough to
proclaim itself the leading moral force in the Universe. It is this perverse distortion of
conscious that has allowed the climate science goons to dictate all human behavior based
on a simplistic hypothesis and supported by a framework of lies. Climate fraud is but a
symptom of a wider disease, the lack of scientific freedom.
But there can be no scientific freedom without the larger freedoms like free speech, free
association, free movement and freedom of religion. I am a proud American, born into
the conflict of pioneer spirit and Native American soul, in a place of sacred lands and
future happy hunting grounds. I make no apologies for my spiritual connection to this
greater conscious world.
I began a dialogue with the world two years ago, based at first on fighting the Faux
Science of climate fraud. It has been obvious from the beginning that this fraud was just
one manifestation of a far wider and dangerous defect. Human conscious and destiny
have been hijacked, much like climate science and is being misguided for destruction. It
is this greater evil that I have chosen to confront.
This article is a continuation of that dialogue and in particular, a rebuttal to unfounded
complaints about my previous article, “The Vacuum Under the Soetoro Sombrero”. I
categorically reject complaints that this article was too religious, too political or that
using Obama’s adopted name is demeaning conservative rhetoric. Obama is just the last
in a series of elitist puppets who are all unworthy of any respect due to the true creators
and past defenders of our noble, if still unrealized national ideals.
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Satan Steals a War Hero’s Soul
Any serious student of science must also be a student of science history in order to place
this evolution of thought into context. Soon this requires study of all history. In tracing
the roots of Faux Science it soon becomes apparent that society is being manipulated and
misdirected by Faux History in much the same way that science has been manipulated.
Our nation is not now, and never has been perfect, but to be a rabid America hater
requires a distorted presentation of historical facts.
The atomic bombings of Japan offer just such a distortion. The “Soetoro Sombrero”
article presented a series of suppressed and formerly classified facts that supported these
drastic bombings that ended World War II. Condemning America requires ignoring the
history we would now be dealing with, had the suppressed historical events not occurred.
If the Japanese submarine I-52 made a successful arrival at Lorient and returned with its
intended cargo of 550 Kilograms of radioactive U-235 then America would have faced
Japans dirty “bomb of now” on our mainland. Had the captain of the German submarine
U-234 continued to Japan the same thing would have happed, even though a then
devastated Japan would have been the only Axis power in the world.
FDR and Stalin had a mutual disclosure treaty on all captured military technology. To
avoid this treaty the four fully functional, captured Japanese super submarine aircraft
carriers and their ten accompanying aircraft were studied for two weeks and the sunk off
the coast of Hawaii. These rumored weapons were finally located in 2002. With no
knowledge of this information it is possible to misconstrue America as a nuclear bully.
Being an actual bully does leave its mark on your soul. The love dance that Japanese
soldier practiced on their conquered Chinese partners went something like this:
First capture her neighbors, father, brothers and sons
Then have them dig graves, then kneel, hands bound when done
After bayonet practice, the actual sex acts can start
And then ends with the Chinese girls gets stabbed in the heart
Decades of this brutality left the victims hatred soaked into these twisted Samurai souls.
In their own country these soldiers and admitted cannibals were never respected, only
feared for the evil flashing from their eyes.
The brutality of one side soon reflected in the other as James Bradley so well documents
in his book “Flyboys”. The airman mentioned in my “Soetoro Sombrero” was
Distinguished Flying Cross airman, George H Bush. By age twenty this real war hero
had seen the Pacific islands and fleets covered with the skulls and bones of the warriors
of tyranny and the defenders of freedom.
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This once great young man returned to join a far different fraternity of skulls and bones.
These Yale elitists soon twisted this young officer’s soul. There is no question that
America and her allies committed atrocities in winning an atrocious war. But, there is no
parity with the level of evil on the other side. Germany invaded Poland with the NaziSoviet Alliance still secret. As Nazi invaded from the west, Russians entered to rescue
the Poles from the east.
Not knowing the conspiracy, Polish officers and military assisted the Russian invasion
and were soon captured and 22,000 were immediately executed. One need only compare
allied occupation of Germany, Japan and Korea to understand that post war America was
a better victor to those fallen nations than the Russians or the Red Chinese.
In “Flyboys” airman Bush was described as a post war successful businessman, director
of the CIA, Ambassador to China, Vice President and then President. Impressive, until
examined. The successful ‘business’ was a no-fail, cost plus, CIA front organization.
His subsequent leadership of the CIA saw its ascension to the world’s premier
assassination, drug and illegal weapons running operation.
As nice as President Reagan was, he was overly trusting and an admitted delegator who
only spent a few hours a day on running the country. Nancy Reagan was quite bitter over
those below him who betrayed his trust and our nation. Reagan, none the less, took
responsibility for the repeated errors and never held to account those who were actually
responsible for the crimes of Iran-Contra, the Savings and Loan Crisis and more.
As President, Bush did cast a billion Chinese back into bondage when democracy was
sweeping across the Soviet Blok. Soon after the Soviet collapse, the cabal of elitist filled
the power void and stole all the resources of Russia, casting these briefly freed souls into
first poverty and then reinstated soft tyranny.
Saturday, Sept 2. 1944, Lt Bush flew his Navy Hellcat bomber, off of the deck of the
carrier USS San Jacinto and into the targeted radio station on top of the summit on
Japanese held Chichi Jima. His plane was destroyed by anti-aircraft fire and gunner Ted
White and radioman John Delaney lost their lives that day. One must wonder how those
heroes would judge their pilots post war behavior.
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Provoked Thought Produces Truth
History is filled with repugnant facts. Any thinking human is forced to confront the fact
that there are both good and bad behaviors. Moral judgments do not require scientific
detachment. Sometimes in confronting evil, one can get infected with your opponent’s
disease. The question that your soul will bear for eternity is how and when you chose to
deal with your internal demon.
The elitist have set numerous traps for humanity in the past. They have many at present,
but by far the worst are still just planned. An ever increasing portion of humanity is now
awakened to this threat and chances for elitist victory in reestablishing there feudal
society are doomed to failure.
My dialogue with the world is not meant to mold your thoughts, but rather to provoke
thought. The internet has provided a forum where the petty snobbery of the past can have
no bearing on debate and where appeals to authority recognize only one truth. For
science that one truth is empirical and all around us. For conscious that one truth is that
there is always a greater power.
The fact that there are moral rights and moral wrongs is empirical. The fact that a
conscious mind requires a human spirit and that many spirits have combined to form a
human conscious is undeniable. It is possible that the spirit of all of those past souls will
judge each of us when this life ends. And while you may not take any material things
with you from this life when you leave, what you DO here is yours for eternity.
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